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In the following poem, the first and last stanzas use only those letters found next to even digits (2, 4, 6, 8) on the telephone dial, while the middle two stanzas use only odd ones (3, 5, 7, 9). This method of dividing the alphabet puts about twice as many words into the first group (which gets the vowels AIOU) compared to the second (which gets only EY), while Q and Z cannot be used at all.

A thought, an invocation;
I, thou--an invitation!
I go, acting a bit, miming
"Outgoing", "macho", "comic", "chum".
(Am I convincing?)
Hinting, I touch--
Ah, magic! Ah, communion!

We wed.
Selflessly, deeply we express
Deferred, repressed reflexes.
We see, we feel, we weep.
We fly!

We see. Yes, we see.
Elderly, peerless, perplexed, depressed.
We dwell sleeplessly, we spew freely.
Slyly refereed,
We flee.

Aching, I go about--
In Manhattan, in Manitoba,
In vacant catatonia.
Imagining again, but numb--
Bottoming out, moaning--
Unmoving, unhuman,
Inhabiting a gothic mountain tomb.